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Reality versus hype

It’s about drivers and
constraints, not clever IT

Each year IT pundits place their bets on technology
advances and take-up in the year ahead. Each
year these prove to be partially true in terms of
technologies to watch, but often over-ambitious
in terms of the estimated rate of deployment.
The trouble is, if you work in IT (let alone if you sell IT)
your enthusiasm and optimism can sometimes eclipse
the reality of legacy IT constraints, fear of change in
the business and the true priorities of the sector.
I recall, in about 2009, being told that ‘cloud computing’
would dominate (and that was three years after Google
CEO Eric Schmidt introduced the term at an industry
conference). Suppliers and consultants told me, as a
local government CIO at that time, that Cloud would
replace everything by 2015 and would save at least 30%
of my total IT operating costs. Only Gartner was more
circumspect with their hype cycle analysis. The result
was IT managers having to explain to politicians and
CEOs why the pundits had got it wrong, at least in their
timings, without appearing to be resistant to change.
Aimed at public sector IT leaders in general
and local authorities in particular, this year
our predictions are about IT-related trends,
not just the technologies themselves.
Every public service organisation will be different – some
will already be well-advanced on their journey, others will
be more cautious, with less appetite for risk. IT leaders
reading this briefing need to be ‘in tune’ with their
organisation’s journey and appetite for speed and risk.

Most tech predictions focus on the tech and how clever
IT has become. (After all, the audience is usually IT
people and they love clever technology, don’t they?)

“The best IT suppliers will empathise with the
challenges of the public sector, not just understand
business opportunity and technology possibility.”
But, however clever the technology, in a business context
such as a local council, what matters is the value it
brings, balanced with the cost and risk of adoption. If
it’s truly low cost, low risk and high value, then there’s
a good chance it will be considered. The higher the
cost and risk, then the higher the value needs to be.
It’s different in a consumer marketplace, where
clever IT might be a selling point in its own right.
If most of the functions on your new smart TV
never get used, it really doesn’t matter much.
Even if the risks are relatively low and the business
case is outstandingly compelling, a new technology
opportunity might not get a look-in. It’s simply a case of
opportunity cost – councils are grappling with so much
change and new technology possibilities, the amount
that can be tackled at any time is inevitably limited.
This can be very frustrating for suppliers who know
they have a great product and solution, but can’t get
traction in the public sector, and assume that the
reasons are the buyer’s resistance to change and
lack of vision. On the other hand, IT leaders who
ignore the impact of change fatigue and are overambitious are not usually long-lasting in their roles.

“Of course, if the pundits
were right, we will all be
travelling in driverless cars
by 2020.”

One piece of advice I always give to suppliers is to
understand the buyer organisation’s drivers and
to make it as easy as possible to work together, for
example by growing small projects and providing as
much client support and guidance as possible.
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Public sector
priorities 2019

Each of these factors will be pursued differently in
individual councils, depending on the range of services
provided, geography, demographics, socio-economic
characteristics, politics, partnerships, appetite for
risk, size, and more. The idea that all councils are the

It is tempting to assume that the number one
issue for the public sector in 2019 will continue
to be money – or rather the lack of it. This is
too simplistic, especially for local councils.
There is no doubt that cuts to funding, especially for
councils who have borne the brunt of public sector
austerity, are a driving force behind much change and
policy re-shaping. Behind this lie many other factors,
all of which play a part in a complex mix of drivers and
priorities which collectively help to shield the public from
the worst effects of public sector cuts. These include:

›› Increasing staff productivity
›› Automation and self-service
›› Digitisation (transformation)
›› Demand insight and management
›› Cyber resilience (not just IT security)
›› Partnerships and sharing
›› Commercialisation
›› Building skills and capacity
›› Dealing with legacy IT
›› Data and information
›› Integrating new technology
›› New risk models and governance
›› Managing change effectively
›› Redefining intervention
›› Relational services
›› Digitising internal not just external facing systems
›› Politics (inevitably)
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same or should be (an idea which usually comes from
Whitehall or the private sector) is just not the case.
What is uniform is the vast range of critical services
and the number of topics that councils deal with,
impacting local economies, social well-being, the
environment, education, jobs, democracy, transport,
public health and more. And, there is no doubt that
greater sharing and standardisation is needed.
There is a likelihood, if not an inevitability, that the
deep year-on-year cuts over the last eight years will
start to come to an end in 2019, as evidence of the
impact of some of the past cuts comes home to
roost. The government will probably start increasing
investment in some targeted local public services if it
is to retain public trust in a post-Brexit world. In fact,
that has already started in the latter part of 2018.

“Complex business priorities
for the public sector will
determine IT priorities in
2019 – and we have mostly
gone beyond a narrow
view of IT as a cost centre,
to become a strategic
enabler. That is what ‘digital
transformation’ is all about...”
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It’s all about service
relationships

The list goes on. The problem has been that these
connections are intangible, subjective, or at least
hard to prove even if they seem logical. Therefore,
they become ignored in public service planning
and policy development, especially across service

“Can we use new technologies such as big data
analytics and artificial intelligence to show the
economic and social costs in qualifiable terms of
investment and de-investment decisions already
taken and yet to be taken in local public services?”

boundaries such as health and social care.
Today, the data and analyses that are needed to describe
and predict these wider impacts are becoming more
readily accessible, helping to build more informed
policies and business cases that reduce public service
costs and increase the wellbeing and economic

We are just beginning to see the possibility of technology

vibrancy of local communities. These opportunities

offering analysis that shows the wider impact over time

are set out in Socitm’s Smart Places guides (2018).

of public services on social wellbeing, crime, troubled
families and the economy. In other words, evaluating
the social value impact of, say, closing a library or a day
centre, or building on an open space that used to be
used as a children’s play area, becomes a real possibility.

A word about legacy IT

In the past, the business case for change was
always narrow – the service costs ‘£X’ and the
change/closure/sale will save ‘£Y’. The wider social
value effects, often spread across a complex mix
of public services and outcomes, are often felt
when it is too late to do anything about them.
For example:

›› Closing rural bus services increases
health and loneliness problems

›› Closing a library impacts early
years’ child development

›› Building on carparks results in greater city
centre congestion and pollution

›› Poor house planning leads to greater social
ills, car dependency and energy usage

›› Inequality of support and of opportunities
caused by financial cuts leads to higher crime

›› Underfunded public services make businesses
less likely to locate and pay business rates.

Legacy IT is a problem in every sector – probably more
so in the finance sector, for example, than the public
sector. Many CEOs are frustrated by the millstone
that is ‘legacy IT’ – the cost of servicing, restrictions
imposed by existing solutions and the cost of changing.
CIOs therefore need to be able to explain their
strategy for dealing with legacy IT where it holds back
digital strategies and service improvement plans.
Decommissioning IT systems is often complex and
costly, especially where they are deeply embedded
and integrated with critical systems and services.

Never more has it been necessary for IT leaders to
bridge the gap between technology opportunity and
public sector needs. That requires dealing with IT
legacy constraints in the broadest sense, with honest
self-awareness, coupled with diplomatic advocacy.
The priority for CIOs, in getting a grip on legacy IT, is
to understand where and what it is. For example,
assessing for every system the dependencies on
infrastructure and related systems, its total cost of
ownership, known functional limitations, whether it
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is ‘fit for purpose’ in business terms, when its contract

term ‘hit’, there will inevitably be issues for public

ends (and change is possible), and when it will become

services to factor into their planning for 2019:

unsupportable or a significant service inhibitor.

››

Skills – There is already a loss of some skills

The point is to be able to prioritise and explain IT change;

and a challenge in attracting new skills in some

an old system may be fine if it is stable, ‘does the job’

areas, including IT. Whilst this is not a direct

and is affordable. On the other hand, it may be on the

issue for the UK public sector, it is certainly an

critical path for essential wider infrastructure change.

indirect and growing problem if the UK cannot
attract the wider IT talent pool it needs.

More important, for IT leaders in the public sector, is
to consider the non-technology legacy constraints

›› Uncertainty – This creates problems for

that need to be dealt with alongside IT:

investment and reluctance to commit to new
ventures while priorities and pressures are

›› Attitude to big traditional IT, versus

difficult to ascertain. Again, whilst not a major
direct issue for the public sector, it affects

cloud and small IT solutions

›› Culture and behaviours in IT, such as the
approach to IT risk and cyber security

recruitment, retention, grants, and prioritisation.

›› Local economies – This is a concern for all local
public services. If local economies take a hit as a result

›› IT policies, processes and practices,

of leaving the EU, this can have serious consequences
for communities, even if the UK overall weathers

often dating from a past era

the storm. The impact on local councils for example

›› IT capability and experience – being digital

can be expected in dealing with growing demands
for support and lower business rate revenues.

leaders, not just IT custodians

›› Business

skills – advocacy, business case

presentation, being change agents

››

Social service demands – These could increase
for many reasons, from growing need for support
during a transitional period, to the possibility of
community divisions or tensions leading to crime,
or just problems in being able to recruit and retain

Dare to mention EU exit

health and social care staff to manage the status
quo, where there has been a reliance on employing
social care workers from other EU countries.

“Importantly, technology offers a solution to some
of the pain of Brexit, both for councils grappling
with another potential burden on their activity
and for the UK needing to be more productive
and more competitive in a global theatre.”

›› Cyber – Whilst cyber resilience is not just an EU
exit issue, the UK is going to be of new interest in
terms of its global trade deals and changing political
influences. Cyber has been used already by foreign
governments to influence UK elections and referenda
outcomes, and the National Cyber Security Council
(NCSC) is reporting growing attacks on the UK.

Some might ask if this topic is relevant to public service
organisations such as councils at all. But, it will play in
important part in 2019, for a number of reasons.

›› Political focus – With the massive attention on
‘Brexit’ over the last two years, and the likelihood that
this will continue, the UK Government has its hands

It does not matter whether you are in favour or not

full in terms of time, attention and resources. There

of leaving the EU, and whether you believe the UK

won’t be much central help available to councils for

will weather the storm with ease or take a long-

re-thinking strategic policy or new digital initiatives.
Councils will need to work together to fill the void.
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Technology trends for 2019
in summary
The following technology-related trends are, in general, not strictly ‘new’. Neither are they
all ‘technology’. But they are all likely to be on the public sector IT leader’s radar in terms of
visibility, opportunity and priorities for 2019. Many are also inter-related – for example, AI is a
cyber risk, but also a cyber opportunity.
There are also some notable IT omissions in the list of predictions for 2019 despite
much talk – not because they don’t matter, but because the adoption is going to be slower
than expected and probably won’t be a big feature in IT or digital plans in 2019 for most public
service organisations:

›› Blockchain – Exciting and filled with possibility, there are still basic issues to address (cost,
risk, environmental impact, priority to name but a few). The biggest potential applications
of blockchain in the public sector will be in national digital programmes, for example to
resolve some of the complex issues of citizen authentication, and identity and records
management in health. But, there is little chance of those getting a front seat in 2019.

›› Autonomous vehicles – Developing quickly in concept, but despite the hype they
are a little way off yet for councils to be worrying too much, in say licencing driverless
taxis, buses and coaches, or for their own vehicle fleets. As the legal and insurance
issues become resolved in the commercial sector, this will become more of a priority.

›› Drones – Enough said! The public sector may be making limited use in survey
applications but won’t be using drones much for a while yet, whether for deliveries
or surveillance. Their time will come when regulation is in place and effective.

›› Quantum computing – No longer a theory, but a reality. However, for the public
sector, with a few special cases excepting, it is not something IT leaders need
to worry about, in, for example, strengthening security in the face of growing
cyber risks. There is much more to be done before this becomes a priority.
More importantly, the growing pressure on IT leaders in the public sector comes from
complexity of service needs, the range of new technology opportunities and IT legacy
constraints. Socitm’s mantra of ‘Simplify - Standardise – Share’ remains fundamental:

››

Simplify: IT strategies, business cases, procurement and IT architectures

››

Standardise: data, IT policies, methods and supplier management

››

Share: information, skills, knowledge, delivery and best practice.
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technology trends 2019
for public services
01: Cyber resilience
›› Cross-organisational, cyber resilience activity will demand more resource, focus and
increased effort

›› Data breach sophistication will increase in 2019 due to increased attacks
›› Cyber resilience will feature strongly in business continuity and emergency plans
›› Smarter security tools and trusted networks for more sensitive data assets
›› Cyber resilience will feature in business and continuity and emergency plans

02: Data `mash-ups’ and information analytics
›› Growing complexity of local public services v. limited budgets
›› Increased data sharing, alongside improved data analytics and exploration
›› GDPR means increased focus on data and information risks
›› Data fed AI systems require new approach to data management
›› Predictive analytics provide valuable customer insights
›› Information governance for transformative public services

03: Virtual and augmented reality
›› AR offers a powerful tool for design in general from roads to buildings and to services
wide ranging education and rehabilitation possibilities for public service providers

›› Potential for civic development, learning and environmental control, developing
personal services for both disabled and non-disabled citizens

›› VR avatars for dealing with customer complaints?!...and a big growth in voice
recognition applications

›› Relationship management in more complex areas as part of service triage.
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04: Partnership and sharing locally
›› Partnership and IT enabled sharing through the power of technology
›› Councils will need to adopt and share in order to remain solvent
›› Deep integration of services across traditional boundaries
›› Service integration will drive a new era of IT leadership
›› Integration of cyber strategy, technology research, programme delivery, data
intelligence across councils, health providers and protection agencies

›› Need to diplomatically navigate politics, internal culture and legacy barriers
›› Logical and inevitable trend made possible if technologies are aligned

05: The Role of IT will change
›› IT strategies need to evolve and so respond better to technology-related trends
›› Opportunities from emerging tech need to balance with need to unlock legacy
constraints

?

›› Revised IT governance and controls required to embrace new tech coherently
›› Need to strengthen cyber risk management, IT skills, supplier relationships, data
management, and building integrated standards-based IT architecture

›› IT leaders to work ever more closely with service heads to embrace digital
opportunities and risks, not just IT management

›› 2019 is likely to see significant pressure on IT to make fundamental shifts from past
operating models

06: Cloud and new IT supply models
›› Cloud services have grown in sophistication range and impact enabling the shut down
of on-premises data centres

›› Impact on IT delivery models in the public sector
›› Cloud offers a more flexible and affordable way of delivering IT solutions
›› Public sector IT leaders need to plan cloud adoption carefully
›› Effective IT governance essential and newly defined relationships with suppliers
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07: Internet of things
›› IoT use in eg. buildings and asset monitoring, roads and IT equipment, customer
service desks, health care and waste management applications

›› Growth of IoT built into systems such as customer service points and employee
activities.

›› Task automation including the application of AI and machine learning will have a
positive impact on health care and waste management

›› 2019 an ideal time for council IT leaders to build open, future-proof standards-based
IoT architectures

08: Machine learning and artificial intelligence
›› New ways for public services to become more effective and efficient
›› Smart solutions to urban and rural challenges, congestion and pollution control,
loneliness and remote service support

›› Robotic process automation will be incorporated into traditional internal and external
systems including revenues, benefits and blue badge applications

›› Use of more complex, voice-activated AI engines, with deeply embedded links into
other systems, is going to grow

›› Ethical deployment will be a critical issue for decision makers

09: Low-code and no-code
›› Low Code coding with reduced time and effort
›› No Code is offering the same without any coding
›› Requires technical know-how coupled with service experience

</>

›› Can be used to deliver reduced IT overheads and faster digital delivery
›› Fundamental new approach that will take time and face business case challenges
›› Quick development option for complex systems eg. payments systems, revenues,
benefits, health, licensing and citizen interfaces

›› Offers potential for AI integration and releasing development burdens
›› Not a low-cost option but business case focus should be for automation and agile
service development
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Concluding thoughts
as we enter 2019
A few thoughts for hard-pressed IT leaders and
CIOs in the public sector for 2019:

›› You are valued as strategic contributor, but
this brings its own pressures

›› You need to talk the language of the business, not IT
›› You need to retain a foothold in the digital agenda
›› You need to focus on your organisation’s
priorities, not IT potential

›› You need to cultivate business skills as a much as IT knowledge
›› You need to be able to write compelling business cases
›› You need to get a grip on legacy IT in the broadest sense
›› You need to prioritise and not try and do everything
›› You need to control IT hype from
colleagues, suppliers and pundits

›› You need to consider these trends carefully and
make your own judgment about where and how
they should apply to you and your IT planning.
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“Have a great 2019
– it looks to be a positive
year for IT leaders in every
sector, but nowhere more
than in the public sector!”
Jos Creese - CEO and founder,
Creese Consulting Limited
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Have your say
We welcome comments and discussion on
the ideas presented in this guidance report.
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